Economic assessment of flexibility offered by an
optimally controlled hybrid heat pump generator:
a case study for residential building
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1. BASELINE OCP: MPC strategy aimed at
satisfying the load demand while minimising
the operative-cost of the system, according
to the hourly profile of the electricity tariff
from the day-ahead market.

The present paper investigates demand response
(DR) programs applied to heat pump (HP) units
coupled with thermal energy storage (TES) and
gas boilers (GB) in a residential building. An
optimal control problem (OCP) is solved to
determine the control strategy of the thermal
generators and storage tanks, to meet the load at
minimum cost. To this end, the impact of a pricebased DR program is investigated in terms of
consumption patterns and daily operational
costs. Different scenarios in terms of requested
flexibility from the grid under Price-Based
programs (PBP) are investigated to determine
associated operational costs of DR actions.
Since any deviation from the optimal control
strategy obtained by solving the OCP will result in
sub-optimal operation, leading to higher
operating costs, the difference between the new
operational costs and the benchmark cost
relating to the PBP is used to assess the
minimum pay-out that should be adopted in an
IBP scenario to promote the involvement of the
consumer in this kind of program.

Figure 2: Methodology adopted

Figure 3: Heating season: (a) Building heating demand; (b) External
temperature; (c) Electricity prices

Parameter
Location
Annual energy consumption [kWh]
𝑚𝑎𝑥
Peak load demand 𝑄𝐿,𝑡ℎ
[kW]
𝑑𝑒𝑠
Design external temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡
[°C]
𝑜𝑓𝑓
Shut-off temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 [°C]
Emitter temperature set-point 𝑇𝑒𝑚 [°C]
Heat pump size [kW]
Boiler efficiency 𝜂𝐵 [-]
TES size [𝑚3 ]
𝑈𝑇𝐸𝑆 [W/𝑚2 K]
Electricity price

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the present work are:
• To develop a methodology to assess the energy
flexibility available and the associated costs.
• To determine the energy flexibility achievable by
the analysed building as function of the
generator size and storage capacity.
• Assessment of demand response (DR) actions
impact on daily operative costs
• To examine the impact of thermal energy
storages on DR program costs.

RESULTS
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Figure 4: Load share between Boiler and TES and evolution of TES’ SoC (Day 2):
(a) α=1(no active DR); (b) α =0.5); (b) α =0.3;
a)

b)

c)

An increase in gas boiler usage during
the hours in which the DR action is
active. The controller anticipates the
DR action by charging the TES and
reuse this energy later when the DR
action is activated. A fraction of the
thermal energy (34% and 25% for
α=0.5 and α=0.3, respectively) can be
shifted to the DR period.
a)

METHODOLOGY
A building equipped with a hybrid generator composed
of an electrically-driven air-source HP coupled with a gas
boiler was assumed as a case study. The generators are
considered to be operating in parallel: when the heat
pump cannot meet the required thermal output, the
boiler supplies the residual load demand. The generators
are controlled by a model predictive control (MPC)
strategy based on the solution of an optimal control
problem solved over a prediction horizon τ. The
methodology adopted is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1: Schematic of the system configuration considered

Both configurations with TES installed showed a non-linear behaviour
of cost-deviation curves, with slow increases as function of the
energy flexibility provided. The storage capacity limits the amount of
energy that can be shifted: greater sizes allows longer shifting
periods, contributing to reducing the boiler operations.
b)

CONCLUSIONS
• Installing the TES leads to cost reduction and PES up to 8%
and 13% respectively.
• The energy flexibility is strictly dependent on the storage
capacity and operations which, in turn, are affected by the
generator sizing.
• Further analysis should be carried out to fully characterise
the functional relationship between the parameters affecting
(a) Daily cost and specific costs under different active
the energy flexibility available and the cost-curves.

Figure 5:
DR; (b) electrical energy reduced as consequence of DR.
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